
FIG. 23. Exit downstream from working section, showing gate valve beginning to close. 

adjust the oil thickness from the control room whenever The new-type Emery capsule has its piston stayed by 
necessary. He also has a control on two of the base- two perforated, annular metal stay rings. Forces exerted 
frame supports, whereby he can adjust the level of the on the capsule are conveyed to the piston through arms 
base frame. extending from the side of the piston. The piston is 

Ie faced and has two metal sheets (one on each end) 

TATE-EMERY SYSTEM anning the gap between the piston and the cylinder, 
thereby preventing oil leakage. A constant hydraulic 

HE force-indicating system developed for u lire is admitted to one end of the capqule from a T Cooperative Wind Tunnel is a new applica ' stant pressure source outside the tunnel. The effect 
the principles used in the Southwark-Tate-Erne he constant pressure (preload pressure) is to elevate 
machines, which are manufactured by the Baldw pressure on the opposite end of the piston (weighing 
motive works in with the A, H ) to the same pressure as the constant pressure. This 

is composed of two element 
the indicating system. e pressure in the preload 

because of its outside origin. 
WEIGHING SYSTEM otion control (filling control), incor- 

n the case of the lift capsules the entire weight of the 
pension system (50,000 pounds) is supported on the 

w-type Emery capsules, yet a one-pound weight added 
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FIG. 25 (at left): Showing model cart in position in working section. FIG. 26 (at right): End view of model cart 
showing surface plates. 

mce. of the jressnres the high range has 10 times the capacitk of the lo\\ 
tunnel suspension range. Change of range can he made (hiring a test I>\ 

Ill the case of a rely depressinga switch. Zero adjustment of each 
nut-ide source of dicator, to compensate for dead weight clianges, i. 
ment of the press compiinhed by flicking a toggle switch. Zero adjust- 
in hydraulic press ent and change of ranees can he made at each indicator 

simple as  well as exceptionally sensitive device with &wn in   able I. 
the necessitv for comulex auxiliaries Air entprs 

stem through a reducing valve and a filter and fun 
ns through a simple jet orifice system. Oil presau 

rom the weighing side of the hydraulic capsule ente - .  
essnre-sensitive element. The servo-motor balanc 
ressure through an isoelastic spring system by h E  of the out-tanclin 

pull on the slide rod. tending to prevent mo 
ent of the pressure-sensitive element. The force r 
tiired to restore tht= element to its original point (it igned.  and built by the Inte 

r i g  force) iq measured b) the isoelastic sprin lines Corporation especia 
em. The isoelastic spring system is a special typ 

ical spring having a linear characteristic hetwee of measuring and computing equipment to meet 11 

o ce exerted and tlinflection. Temperature errors a quirements in the field of science. When the tun 
iminated by the use of isoelastic metal, which is a as in its formative stages, Dr. A. 1,. Klein pointed 
inva r  type of alloy hat if devices were to be developed enabling not onl 

Indication of the f the automatic measuring of test data. hut also recordin 
-sensitive element is produced by means of a .  idled cards. the latter could he automatically p 
pinion which operate off the slide rod of the . by I.B.M. standard equipment to compute dime 

o r  The linear motion of the slide rod pro s coefficients. The problem *ab presented to I 
ation of the pinion. which in turn rotates the porn e ema  ~ o n a l  Rusiness Machines Corporation with the 
the front of the Tate-Fmery indicator dial. quest that development of suitable devices be undertak 

High and low ranges are  provided for a11 Tate-E and that standard equipment for computing be furnished 
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